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Message from the Rector
PROFESSOR SIR RICK TRAINOR

The theme for this year’s Thank You is reflection, and there is certainly much upon which we can reflect with pride and gratitude.

As ever, 2017-18 has been a year where the enduring commitment of every generation of the Exeter family has made its impact. I have been struck by the kindnesses that you have shown us around the world: from California and Toronto to Hong Kong, we have been welcomed with great warmth and abundant hospitality.

Throughout the year, I have had the great pleasure of welcoming many Exonians back to Oxford and have revelled in their evident delight at returning to their alma mater.

One of the landmark successes of the year was the creation of Swiss Friends of Oxford University (SFOU). I am delighted that Howard Rosen (1974, Jurisprudence) has achieved his goal of establishing SFOU, which is a major initiative to facilitate tax-effective giving from alumni and friends in Switzerland. Howard’s leadership and commitment were the driving force behind the creation of SFOU and I have no doubt that it will become a driving force for Swiss-based philanthropy to Oxford in the years ahead.

Following the success and close of the Exeter Excelling Campaign, the question of its successor has prompted much reflection and debate throughout the year. With the input of our major donors, alumni, Fellows and students, we have identified key areas that will become the pillars of our next phase of Development endeavour. These are in the process of being shaped into programmes for future funding and I will look forward to sharing them with you in the months ahead.

Together, we will make these transformational ideas a reality and, in doing so, we will set the course for the next chapter in Exeter’s story.

Floreat Exon!

Rick Trainor
A year of success – and a beckoning future

As always, the roles that our donors have played throughout the year have been transformational. Thanks to you, we now have funding for two new Junior Research Fellows: we will look forward to welcoming our new Junior Research Fellow in Mathematics and the Sir John Elliott Junior Research Fellow in Spanish History at the start of the next academic year. These early career researchers will not only provide critical expertise in their subjects but will also be a strong connector across the common rooms: inspiring junior members and learning from their peers, they will strengthen the College-wide bond.

We have been touched and honoured by those who have chosen to support the College with a legacy and, this year, we have been the grateful beneficiary of eight legacies. Whilst unrestricted legacies provide essential funding by supporting areas of greatest need, we have chosen to allocate major donations to the current College priority project, the much-anticipated rejuvenation of the Turl Street Library. Find out how Dr Robert Hall Wagstaff chose to make an impact in the following pages.

Thanks to you, the Alumni Fund continues to grow and attract new donors, and your support offers vital financial support to many student-centred projects. From bursaries and hardship funding to student clubs and activities, we are able to offer an exceptional student experience. Your enthusiasm and endorsement of the ‘Exeter Creates Superheroes’ campaign has resulted in many wonderful stories of your time at College and we are grateful to you for sharing them with us.

One final highlight from this year: the executives of both the JCR and the MCR encouraged their members to give a Leavers’ Gift this year, the first time that both Common Rooms have made their mark on giving to Exeter. You can find out more on page seven.

You enable Exeter to transform young lives. Your collective thoughtfulness, commitment and generosity opens up opportunities for our students that they would never otherwise receive. For that we thank you.

PAMELA STEPHENSON
Director of Development and Alumni Relations
A gift to the next generation

With their College days now at a close, Exeter’s 2018 leavers can reflect on hard-earned achievements and look forward to new careers or further study ahead. To mark the end of their time here, many Exonians pledged a Leaver’s Gift to support future generation of students.

This year, for the first time, both Exeter’s Junior and Middle Common Rooms invited departing members to make a donation to the College. JCR President, Ellie Milne-Brown reflects,

“It is a sign of the real enthusiasm JCR members feel for our community that we had so many donations from so many students, and so much engagement in the process of deciding what to spend it on.”

Members of each common room gave careful consideration to how, collectively, they would like to make a positive impact on the students who will follow in their footsteps. MCR President, Henry Sawczyc, comments,

“We have been able to put all of the gifted money from this year’s MCR members directly back into benefitting future graduate students through the setting up of an additional graduate travel grant. This will hopefully mature in the next few years to allow more travel money for future MCR members to show off their fantastic research around the world.”

Ellie adds,

“I am thrilled that the JCR Leavers’ money will make a real difference for the community at Exeter, in the form of plants to brighten the Margary Quadrangle and, potentially, kick-starting a fund for transgender students’ transition.”

By creating new travel opportunities, ensuring every College member receives the support they need, and enhancing the College environment, the collective giving of our 2018 leavers will have a tremendous impact on the Exeter experience long after their departure.

Henry explains,

“It is a true sign of the generosity, forward thinking, and love of our members for Exeter that this has been made possible, and I cannot thank you enough for your kindness.”

£2,747.40
Raised by the 2017-18 Leavers’ Gift (includes matched funding from alumni)
Major legacy inspires new chapter in Library story

Throughout the course of the year, we have been the very grateful beneficiary of eight legacies from alumni and friends of the College. One of those legacies has been left by renowned constitutional lawyer, Dr Robert Hall Wagstaff (pictured right), who arrived at Exeter in 2002, aged 60, to read for a BCL. After completing the BCL, he continued his studies, eventually being awarded an MStud in 2006 and a DPhil in 2011, all while maintaining his law practice in Alaska.

Dr Wagstaff passed away in Carmel, California on 8 October 2017 after a long life filled with adventure and learning. His widow, Cynthia Fellows, reflects,

“Robert had great admiration and respect for the culture and the quality of academic life at the University of Oxford. He enjoyed the Exeter College community, participated in many of the events on offer, and was engaged for several years in interviewing prospective law students.”

Not only was he a renowned constitutional lawyer and lifelong student of history, but he was also a passionate aviator. Not wanting to be without his airplane while living in Oxford, he flew it across the Atlantic Ocean, hangaring it at Kidlington and flying throughout the UK and Europe with his wife as time allowed.

Cynthia recalls,

“The fulfilling friendships formed while at Oxford remained with him after departing from the UK. His legacy is a reflection of his gratitude for the opportunity to live and study in Oxford and his desire to support Exeter College for the benefit of current and future generations.”

We are delighted that Cynthia has approved the allocation of Dr Wagstaff’s legacy to support the rejuvenation of the Turl Street Library. This major project will see this treasured landmark enhanced and upgraded for future generations of students, bringing our magnificent Gilbert Scott building up to modern day standards. An architectural competition will be launched shortly and we are excited at the possibilities that lie ahead for this much-loved Exeter landmark.

Cynthia comments,

“I am thrilled to endorse contributing my husband’s legacy gift to the Library project. Libraries – law libraries in particular – were an integral part of our shared academic/professional lives. Robert would be very well pleased at the prospect. Transforming the Exeter College Library to fit the needs of students in the digital age is an ambitious project, but I have witnessed first-hand library spaces transformed accordingly, resulting in excellent functional and welcoming learning environments.”
Cornwall is rich with young talent and our goal is to encourage more students to aspire to study in Oxford – and to succeed in achieving those aspirations.

With the topic of admissions to the University under the media spotlight, we are delighted to work with the Oxford University Society Cornwall to open up the possibilities of an Oxford education to more Cornish students.

Brasenose alumnus and Newlyn resident, Richard Cockram, leads the group and has connected with Exeter as a result of our historic connections to the South West. Richard and his fellow OU alumni undertake a range of fundraising initiatives each year and now support Exeter’s Summer Residential to provide much-needed travel funding for students to attend the two-day programme. This year, 25 students from Cornish schools attended the event which aims to offer an insight into life and study at Oxford and we will track future applications from this cohort to help measure the programme’s effectiveness.

Richard comments, “OUS Cornwall is committed to enabling more of our young people from the region benefit from the wonderful experience that Oxford offers. Cornwall is rich with young talent and our goal is to encourage more students to aspire to study in Oxford – and to succeed in achieving those aspirations.”

One of the organisations most closely linked to the programme is Further Education college, Penwith College. Exonian, Vanessa Hager (1983, English), is Oxbridge Lead at Penwith who has many years of experience in spotting academic potential. She comments, “We see many talented students at Penwith, which has had very strong connections with Exeter College. The Society’s generosity opens up new possibilities for these young people by encouraging them to broaden their horizons which, ultimately, improves their life chances.”

Fellow OUS Cornwall member and New College alumnus, Rick Stein (1969, English) (pictured above), is a leading supporter of OUS Cornwall. The group’s annual lunch is held at his renowned Seafood Restaurant in Padstow and, inspired by the group’s commitment, he has also chosen to support the access initiative.
Reflections on a decade of giving

When Hong Kong-based Exeter alumnus, David Webb (1983, Mathematics) decided to support his College, he chose to do so in a creative way that would inspire final year students to achieve their goals. Philanthropy and innovation have merged to create the Exeter College Incentive Scheme (ECIS). Ten years on, it has channelled more than £480,000 to support priority areas across the College community.

David considers a decade of innovative giving and explains,

“My goal was to set up a means of giving that was linked to academic excellence, using the number of Firsts achieved by the College each year as a benchmark. In doing so, I aim to foster a sense of excellence which inspires each year’s Finalists, with the support of their tutors, to do their utmost. Their success will benefit those who follow in their footsteps. I chose to give Exeter the freedom to allocate the funds to wherever the need is greatest. The Fellows can best judge how their allocations will affect long-run academic performance which in turn affects future funding from ECIS in a virtuous circle.”

Each year, David and his fellow ECIS donors elect to contribute a fixed sum for each First class degree achieved at the end of that year. The impact on the students of this much-needed unrestricted funding is significant. Thanks to this special approach to philanthropy, we have been able to provide support for our tutorial system, provide vital funding for students who need it most, and ensure that the Exeter community benefits from a range of social and sporting activities, all of which provide an invaluable rounded experience.

Last year, 2017-18, saw 32 Finalists achieving a First, up from 23 the previous year. The goal now is to mirror this upward trajectory by growing the number of donors who share David’s creative vision – and increasing the value of unrestricted donations to support the student community.

David Webb pictured on the roof terrace of the International Finance Centre, Hong Kong
“By supporting the bursary system I can help present-day students and also acknowledge my debt to the free financial help I received all those years ago.”

Elan Preston-Whyte (2011, Literature and the Arts) has her own special story to share. She embarked on her Exeter story after a successful medical career and has continued to play a part in College life since then. She describes her journey,

“My brother and I went to Medical School together in 1955, he to start the 2nd MB Course and I to do 1st MB. We had no fees to pay and when my father, a doctor, died two years later we both had full maintenance grants. This meant my mother who hadn’t worked since her marriage did not have the worry of how to maintain two children for the next four years on a widow’s pension, nor did we have a large debt to pay off as would happen nowadays. I have every reason to be grateful therefore for the generosity of the State system which provided such a beneficial start to my career which led eventually to my being a partner in a large General Practice as well as a senior lecturer in the Medical Faculty at Leicester and my brother, a Professor of Anaesthesiology at Cambridge.”

Elan’s arrival at Exeter gave her an opportunity to see at first-hand how much college life has to offer both undergraduates and graduate students. Although she was paying her own fees this time around, the total cost of her degree was, nevertheless, significant. She comments,

“Speaking to others in the MCR I realised that my good fortune when aged 20 is not replicated now. I feel therefore that by supporting the bursary system I can help present-day students and also acknowledge my debt to the free financial help I received all those years ago.”
2017–18
At a glance: the year in numbers

Exeter’s position as one of the colleges at the forefront of Development success continues with an exceptionally strong participation rate: 63.7% of Exeter alumni have ever made a donation. As we go to press, we are awaiting the outcomes of the University-wide benchmarking study which will show how our participation rate compares to other colleges for the year. Thanks to you, we can be confident that we will – once again – be amongst the strongest performers.

Income from Development activity remains a critical component of the College’s annual revenue stream, as we show in the chart below. Similarly, strong returns from our endowment provide a sound basis for funding all aspects of College life. Growing our endowment for the future will become ever more important as we seek to make the most of precious resources.

TOTAL COLLEGE REVENUE 2017–18

TOTAL INCOME FROM DONATIONS
This year, your donations supported four key areas of our operations, as illustrated in the chart below. Channelling your donation to areas of greatest need gives us a great deal of flexibility to fund urgent priorities as they arise. Students are supported across all four priorities – from providing exceptional accommodation, maintaining our prized tutorial system, offering travel grants and bursaries – every aspect of student life benefits from your support.

- 21% Areas of greatest need
- 8% Student support
- 54% Enhancing College facilities
- 17% Teaching and research

1,305 donors
6,226 donations
168 new donors
63.7% of alumni have given to the College
**Major benefactors**

We acknowledge and thank our many major benefactors whose vision and generosity have shaped and transformed the Exeter College community. In addition to those listed below, we recognise 28 major benefactors who have chosen to remain anonymous.

**RECTOR’S GUILD OF BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £1 million)  
Sir Ronald Cohen  
Gifts given in honour of Michael and Sonia Cohen

- Ravi Howard (Gifts from the GlaxoSmithKline Foundation in honour of Sally and Allan Howard)
- Mark Houghton-Berry
- The late Colin Hunter
- William Jackson
- The late Clement Le Rossignol
- The late Michael John Mavrogordato
- Charles Outhwaite
- The late Colin Hunter
- William Jackson
- The late Michael John Mavrogordato
- Charles Outhwaite

**STAPLEDON BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £500,000)

- The late Fred Bornhauser
- The late Bennett Boskey
- Rosemary Peacocke  
Gifts given in honour of Arthur Peacocke

**PETRE BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £250,000)

- Henry and Cheryl Kloppenburg
- The late Peter Pointer
- Harish Salve
- David Webb

**ACLAND BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £100,000)

- John Ashdown
- Ben Gurion University Foundation
- Neil Blair
- Nick Campsie
- David Hartnett  
Gifts given in honour of the Hartnett Trust
- Richard Heald
- John Hughes
- Sydney Kentridge
- The Kufuor Biographical Project  
Gifts given in honour of President John Kufuor
- John Leighfield
- Richard Mahoney
- The late Arthur Marshall
- John Quelch
- Santander UK plc
- Alex Scott
- David Seddon
- Tim Vanderver
- The late Patrick Williams

**PALMER BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £100,000)

- Walt Buchan
- The late Malcolm Baron
- The late Michael Barrow
- David Brougham
- David Casson
- Bruce Carnegie-Brown
- The late Anthony Coughlan
- The late Renny Dragan
- Giles Frost
- Nick Gfooter
- Rafael Gil-Tenorio
- Adam Houghton
- The late Eileen James
- Peter Jolin
- Graham Kealey
- Kevin and Nicola Keen
- Pedro-Pablo Kuczynski
- The late Peter Lewis
- Iain Lumsden
- Hamish McKay
- Richard McNulty
- Hugh and Frances Moir
- Neil Munro
- Tony Muntz
- The late Brian Munsingravel
- Tim Patern (on behalf of Old Foundation)
- The late Costas Peppas
- Adam Rangaswamy
- John Renshaw
- Howard Resin
- Andrew Sports
- The late Kenneth Stowe
- The late Ronald Olympic
- The late Douglas Williams

**MIRIAM BENEFACtors**  
(donations over £50,000)

- The late Robert Allen
- Tebby and Sophie Barra
- The late Terry Baden
- John Beck and Lucy Baker
- Richard Benyon
- Shonn Bhatia
- Alan Brookfield
- Henry Brown
- The late Anthony Burgess
- Edward Boyce
- The late David Cooper
- Raymond Duck
- The late Donavon Duck
- Stephen Eade
- Jonathan Gifford
- The late Bill Goldin
- Dave Handley
- Michael Hart
- Karl Hirschman
- The late Gibe Hirschman
- David Holgate
- Tim Houghton
- David Hughes
- Richard Jackson
- Colin Joseph
- Adi Kani and Pariel Gillevelda
- Roger Keenan
- John Kasturi
- The late Joseph Martin
- David Milner
- Roger Munnings
- Liz Newlands
- Joe Ng
- Andrew Popham
- Ian Post
- Jonathan Ramsted
- Richard Redden
- Alan Rawson
- Craig Shindler
- The late Michael Smirnov
- Richard Snell
- Hugh Swire
- The late Ronald Tindal
- Murray Tohidz
- Richard Eldred
- Graham van’t Hoff
- Cang Xie
- Toby Wallis
- David Warren
- The late Joan Wheare
- Derek Wheeler
- Richard Wheeler
- James White
- Liz Wood

**EXETER BENEFACtors**

- Chris Allsopp
- Alun Bennett
- Victoria Cecchi
- Chuck Christ
- Jonathan and Caroline Dent
- The late Elizabeth O’Keeffe
- The late Rodney Hunter
- El Morgan
- Bernard Oppetti
- Russ Parnell
- The late Ralph Ryder
- David Rylander
- The late Andrew Rolle
- Simon Ruckert
- Pete Ramirez
- The late Peter Russell
- Karen Sabin
- The late Edward South
- The late Michael South
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Throughout 2017-18, legacies have been instrumental in making College priorities a reality. Unrestricted legacies have tremendous impact and are directed to wherever the need is greatest at the time they are received. We are immensely grateful to our alumni and friends listed below who have named Exeter College in their Wills, and we honour those whose legacies have been realised.

### LEGACIES RECEIVED IN 2017–18

- Farnsworth Fowle
- Clifford Haslam
- Glye Hodson
- Ken Jones
- William Sanders
- Robert Wragg
- Andrew Watson
- John White

### LEGACY PLEDGES

- Stephen Adams
- James Adams
- John Armstrong
- Jared Armstrong
- Richard Arnold
- Tim Ashley
- John Ashworth
- John Badcock
- Richard Baker
- Malcolm Bannister
- John Barraclough
- Peter Callaway
- Bruce Carnegie-Brown
- Simon Chadwick
- Mark Chatterton
- Andrew Chojnicki
- Edward Clark
- Grayson Clarke
- Tony Cole
- Andrew Darnton
- Peter Dunkley
- Anthony Edelwick
- Noel Fisher
- Richard Fowle
- Stephen Gale-Ratten
- Marvin Garrie
- Simon Gregg
- Richard Gill
- Paul Gittins
- Michael Gittins
- Nigel Glen
- Jonathan Gough
- Michael Gray
- Geoffrey Greaves
- David Grosvenor
- John Greenfield
- Katrina Hackwood
- David Hanmer
- Dave Hanley
- Louis Hehn d’Elmeuzier de Charmoy
- Erik Hermann
- James Heilbronn
- Alan Hing
- Karl Hone
- Tim Hotchkiss
- Michael Horrorman
- Michael Hopkins
- Tim Houghton
- Colin Howarth
- Peter Hulse
- Kenneth Mclntyre
- Derek Jones
- Nigel Jenkins
- Jo Jones
- Stanley Johnson
- Graham Keckey
- Walter Kemp
- Sidney Kenwright
- Brian King
- Henry Klepisenburg
- Damian Knight
- Roger Kimm
- Colin Lake
- Michael Langley
- Richard Lee
- Ian Latimer
- Keith Le Page
- Andrew Le Poidevin
- Martin Lee
- Andrew Leigh
- John Leighfield
- Paul Leyland
- John Lister
- Colin Lake
- John Lister
- Anthony Magarian
- Richard Mackey
- Michael Manning
- Stephen Matthews
- Andrew Martin-Smith
- John McInally
- Christopher Mitchell-Heggs
- Alan and Lorraine Morgan
- Jo Morrisson
- Fred Morrison
- Adrian Neil
- Andrew Newton
- Jennifer Norman
- Richard O’Rorke
- Catherine O’Reilly-Storey
- John Patridge
- Lesley Partington
- David Pertz
- Ian Phipps
- Anthony Pullangovan
- Ian Pott
- Graham Powill
- Eric Prude
- John Probert
- Ashley Prue
- Choisung Pai-Chodoe
- Richard Rathbone
- Andrew Reckers
- Georgi Remy
- Colin Richards
- Toby Robson
- Matthew Robinson
- David Rodney
- Howard Brown
- Angus Ross
- John Rose
- Richard Rowley
- Hugh Roshelson
- Pradeep Sampat
- Michael Sangster
- David Seadd
- Henry Selby
- John Shaw
- Steve Siddall
- Alan Simcock
- John Simson
- John Skinner
- Peter Sleight
- Peter Smith
- John Smith
- Richard Spinks
- Andrew Sprigg
- Peter Spricker
- Clare Spring
- Peter Shuttle
- Tom Steele
- Ian Steele
- Peter Stevens
- Gwynne Sulivan
- Hugh Swire
- Anthony Tanger
- Karen Thackery
- John Tinker
- Marion Tolman
- Richard Tolkan
- Nigel Tonkin
- Peter Truscott
- David Vaisey
- Denis Vandevelde
- Richard Vaughan-Jones
- Frank Vinten
- Terry Water
- Daniel Walker
- Robin Walker
- Peter Walters
- Bill and Anne Watts
- Jeffery Wear
- Michael Wearne
- Freddy West
- Richard Wheway
- Michael Whittam
- Eric Wilkinson
- Simon Willman
- David Williams
- Alison Wilson
- Martin Woolcot
- Christopher Woodward
- David Wright
- Hugh Yewlett
- Jack Young
Honour roll 2017–18

More than 1,300 members of the Exeter family chose to support us this year and we recognise their generosity in this year’s Honour Roll. The list below includes those who are members of the 1314 Society together with those who have given single gifts, regular gifts and payments against multi-year commitments. We also acknowledge our anonymous donors, including current students and their parents.
1992  
Anna Down  
Adam Solomon  
Andy Powell  
William Wadsworth  
Tim Houghton  
Jean Kitson

1997  
Yassir Mahmood  
Arthur Kwok  
Anya Radford  
Andrew Forrest  
Andrew Aldcroft  
Tom Clifford

2002  
Brian Jones  
Tim Culley  
Barrie Jones  
Brian Jones  
Edward Coulson  
Patrizia Vigni

2007  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Ming-Zhe Chen

2012  
Sebastian Hedges  
Sebastian Hedges  
Sebastian Hedges  
Sebastian Hedges  
Sebastian Hedges  
Sebastian Hedges

2017  
Lucie Altman  
Lucie Altman  
Lucie Altman  
Lucie Altman  
Lucie Altman  
Lucie Altman

2022  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep

2027  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez

2032  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez

*Member of the 1314 Society

**Member of the 1314 Society

Friends of Exeter, Fellow staff, and Emeriti

Richard Clover-Albert  
Daniel Barrow  
David Barrow  
Foundation

Margaret Blundell  
Roger Brooke and Naomi Wilkes

Susan Brooks  
George Anstey  
Gavin Little  
George Heywood  
Sue Peterson

* Member of  the 1314 Society

** Member of the 1314 Society

Daniel Johnson  
Patra Kamat  
Sharon Wimpenny

* Member of  the 1314 Society

** Member of the 1314 Society

Ben Gurion University

The late Andrew Watson

Dermot Roaf

Peter Jones

John Maddicott  
John and Vivien Craven

Dermot Roaf

Peter Jones

Daniel Bailey

Craig Bruce*

Marta Zarzecka

Milk*  
Gillan Mowlowath St.  
Andrew Forrester  
Jamie Dodds  
David Powell

1991  
Carolyn Rush  
Bentley Bunting  
Anna Down  
Robert Funke  
Justus Hoffmann*

2001  
David Akin  
Katherine Birkby  
Vesna Obadovic

2016  
Ming-Zhe Chen  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep  
Jacintha Prinsep

2021  
Daniel Akin  
Katherine Birkby  
Robert Funke  
Justus Hoffmann*

2026  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez

2031  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez  
Ariana Fidez

* Member of the 1314 Society

** Member of the 1314 Society

Daniel Johnson  
Patra Kamat  
Sharon Wimpenny
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** Member of the 1314 Society
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